Success Story Aerospace

Facts
Challenge
To produce robust probes for
measuring speed and
temperature in turbo engines.
Solution
Additive manufacture of
extremely robust and at the
same time thin probes featuring
a long service life and precise
measurements.
Results
• Flexible: freedom of design in
terms of form, material and
size
• Robust: components are up to
150% sturdier than those
made by conventional
manufacturing
• Low-maintenance: extended
service periods with reduced
maintenance overhead
• Fast: product development in
just 1/3 of the usual project
duration

Extremely rigid and durable: this compact flow measurement probe was made in one piece using industrial 3D printing
(source: EOS GmbH, Vectoflow).

Durable up to the Sound Barrier and Beyond

Flow measurement probes from Vectoflow—highly robust
thanks to additive manufacturing and EOS

Flow measurement probes are the components responsible for gauging the speed and angle of attack
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of an airflow and are used in particular in aircraft and turbo-machinery design. The speed and angle
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“Our customer, a European
research company in the
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measure the total
pressure in the engine.
(source: Vectoflow)

ongoing problems with probes
fracturing because they were
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